
LOVE-KNOW-SPEAK-DO

LOVE:
Setting the stage for life change

• Remember that loving people can be difficult (Luke 6:32-34).

• We are offering to others what Jesus has offered to us.

• Investing time and energy with others builds relational capital and trust that allows you to have future challenging 
conversations. It takes connectivity to gain credibility.

• As you love others, try not to just see their situation but to see them in the situation.

• Listen for the language they are using to describe the situation:

 » Emotional words (angry, afraid, fear, despair)

 » Interpretive words (punishment, deserving, unfair)

 » Self-talk (failure, dumb, victim)

 » God-talk (doesn’t love me, abandoned, questions)

• Look for a theme or pattern in their actions/thoughts and address it.

• Meet them where they are. Identify with them by communicating that you see, understand, and empathize with them.

• Remind them that God identifies with them. Point them to passages that offer comfort, and stories that echo the theme of 
what they are experiencing and demonstrates how God is present.

• Be vulnerable and share your own story of suffering—this is how you identify with them.

• Staying power: communicate that you are in it and that you are not going anywhere. They are not alone.

• Avoid temptation to condone or condemn. Offer grace—it is the fuel for change.

• Be aware of what tendencies you might have that block compassion:

 » Self-righteousness

 » Judgmentalism

 » Legalism

 » Ambivalence

• Remember that true change is not an overnight process.

KNOW:
Discovering where change is needed

• We gather information about others through observations, questions and listening.

 » Start by asking “survey questions” which gather information from a big picture perspective: What has shaped and 
influenced them? This allows you to look for themes and patterns.

 » Then you can ask “focused questions” that give you more details about their specific situation. This helps you identify 
root causes and desires.

• Avoid making assumptions, and look for gaps in your knowledge and understanding of their situation.
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• Remember that the target is the heart—not the symptoms.

• Getting to KNOW them helps determine what truth is spoken and what direction is given.

Categories to think about as you get to KNOW them:

• What is really going on? (Situation)

 » What information have you learned about their situation?

 » What are the important pieces, influences, and relationships in their personal story?

 » What pressures and obstacles do they face?

 » What is their world like? Who is in it?

• How does the person respond? (Reaction)

 » What are their actions and behaviors?

 » Are there any patterns or themes to their responses?

 » What does it show about how they are trying to get their needs met?

• What does a person think/believe? (Thoughts and Feelings)

 » A distorted view of their past, present, self, and God will keep them from responding well to what God has put on their 
plate.

 » How are they interpreting their world?

 » What is the nature of their self-talk? God-talk? etc.

 » What lies are they believing?

 » What’s the narrative? How are they thinking? Processing?

• What is ruling their heart? (Motives)

 » What is their motive, desire, or goal?

 » What need are they trying to get met?

 » What is driving their behavior?

Examples of questions you can ask to determine heart themes and patterns of thought, motives, and desires:

• When do you tend to experience fear, worry, or anxiety?

• In what situations do you struggle with disappointment, anger, insecurity, bitterness, or regret?

• What seem to be recurring problems in relationships?

• What things do you regularly avoid? Are there patterns of avoidance?

• In what ways do you struggle in your relationship with God? What questions do you have?

• Within relationships, what is your agenda and expectation of others?
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• What experiences/pain are hard to let go of? 

• What tends to dominate your thinking and fuel your behavior?

SPEAK:
Offers both the comfort and call of the gospel

We need truth outside of ourselves to live life properly. Many voices compete with God’s voice for our heart’s attention, and 
even though the power of sin has been broken, the blinding presence of sin remains. Speaking involves speaking truth into 
the blindness.

Take what you have learned and identify the heart issues, sin patterns, and truths of the gospel that need to be addressed.

• Ask yourself: what truths are they missing or forgetting? What are they not seeing?

• Relational collateral earns us the right to speak (it’s why we do the hard work of LOVE).

• This is a part of our lifestyle—not a one-time awkward conversation. We have to love God more than our comfort in order 
to do this.

• We want to point them toward scriptural truth. This gets them to deal with God—not you—and should keep it from feeling 
personal or adversarial.

• Don’t settle for quick (behavioral) solutions that don’t address the heart.

• Approach with personal humility, vulnerability, and dependence on the Spirit.

• Bring both the comfort of the gospel and a call to repent.

• The goal is for them to see their sin, own it, confess it, and commit to change. 

• All of this is necessary before you can move to DO. 

Think Before you Speak
Take what you KNOW and ask:

Consider: What does God want the person to see?
Confess:  What sin does the person need to admit and confess? 
Commit: What new ways of living do they need to commit to?
Change: What specific steps do they need to apply to their life? 
Comfort: What comfort from the gospel do they need?  (Romans 8:1-7)
   Romans 8:1-7
    Promise of forgiveness
    Position in Christ
    Power that is available through the Holy Spirit

Share Your Story 
Are there stories of your own blindness and struggles you can share that will help them see these things clearly? Is there a 
metaphor you could use to help them connect the dots?

The comfort of the gospel and your own vulnerability gives them hope for change and invites them to come out of hiding.
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DO:
Turns insights into steps of obedience   
2 Peter 1:3-9

Based on what you have learned through KNOW and SPEAK, you can now create next steps for them in two areas:

 » Believing: Identify truths and promises to believe, and remember to anchor them to their identity in Christ and what he 
has done for them.

 » Behavior: What are their concrete next steps in living, doing, making amends, reconciling, etc.?

• Provide direction with this process.

• Clarify concern and responsibility: what do we entrust, and where do we have to obey?

• Be careful not to confuse insight with change. Insight is a good start, but is not enough to produce heart change.

• What are the Scripture passages and promises to hold on to?

• What is the plan for accountability:

 » What kinds of ongoing help will this person need?

 » How often will I need to be in contact for growth to continue? 

 » How will I continue to support them?

 » Are there other resources this person needs? How can I connect them?

• Do is the part of the model where we begin to see the fruit and life change.  

• Our ability to DO flows out of what Christ has DONE for us.


